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She doesn't think she needs a hero, but he's taking the job. Deputy Sheriff and cougar Stryker Hill is not on duty when the sheriff asks him to check out a possible break-in of a
resident's home while they are away on a cruise. What he doesn't expect is to find the beautiful and mysterious cougar he'd seen at a Christmas charity where he was showing
his abs off as Santa Claus. But she's got some moves to rival his own as she takes him down and he's left wondering who she really is and how he's going to keep her from
leaving Yuma Town before he learns the truth. Cougar shifter Nina Lamar has to protect her sister from the pharmacist who laid the blame on her for his thievery, and Nina has to
help clear her sister's name. But now Nina's got the sexy Santa on her case, and she needs to deal with him first. She has to admit he's just as hot as when she'd first seen him,
but the guys who are after her sister, are after her too now. She to needs save them both before it's too late. Too bad Stryker thinks she's one of the bad guys, unless she can
prove otherwise. That's hard to do when her visions are the only proof of why she's there in the first place. But time is running out, and she has to save her sister—nothing else
matters…except the sexy deputy sure can be a hot distraction on the cold, snowy nights.
Meet the MacKay Banshees... Katriona - Her last memory is of her violent death, and now she's screaming for vengeance. He's a Laird with enough sins to stain his soul, but he's
cursed for the crimes of another. With a clan divided, an impending marriage, and whispers of dark magic threatening the Highlands, a tempting Banshee is the last thing he
needs in his chambers. Kylah - She was brutalized and burned alive, but denied her vengeance by a cruel twist of fate. He's a ruthless and brilliant Druid driven mad by his quest
for retribution. Two Souls have lost themselves in the tormented secrets of the past and can only find redemption in the dangerous desires they thought long dead. Kamdyn She's a Banshee assassin who's not yet killed a man, and her first mark had a carnal proposition too seductive to resist. He's the notorious Laird of Shadows, a rogue Berserker
terrorizing the Highlands in search of a warrior's death. When a mistaken kiss binds their souls together, she must prove that love, not fear, changes the course of destiny.
Because if she doesn't, she'll have to slay him or face unthinkable consequences.
Book Two in the time travel, fantasy romance trilogy, Highland Secrets! She’s always been a dutiful daughter... Janet MacLeod has spent the last ten years dedicated to her
clan, acting as the Lady of the castle—at the cost of her own happiness. She aches every time she looks at her brothers, both happy with their wives, and wants nothing more than
a love of her own. He’s a broken soldier... Xander, a former Fae Warrior, sacrificed his wings and magic to live in the Human Realm and became a traitor to his people. When he
finds Janet forlorn on the beach, Xander gives her a ring he’s had since childhood, not realizing it’ll reveal her as his fated mate. The ring’s magic activates the Faery Stones,
and Janet is sucked into the Fae Realm. Her life is in immediate danger, for the Fae sense—and seek to destroy—any human who dares step into their world. Xander is the only
one who can retrieve her, but he too, wears a target. Can he rescue his soul-mate and return with her to the Human Realm or will temptation of great magic and the rebirth of his
wings force him to abandon their destiny? Book Two in the time travel, fantasy romance trilogy, Highland Secrets! She’s always been a dutiful daughter... Janet MacLeod has
spent the last ten years dedicated to her clan, acting as the Lady of the castle—at the cost of her own happiness. She aches every time she looks at her brothers, both happy with
their wives, and wants nothing more than a love of her own. He’s a broken soldier... Xander, a former Fae Warrior, sacrificed his wings and magic to live in the Human Realm
and became a traitor to his people. When he finds Janet forlorn on the beach, Xander gives her a ring he’s had since childhood, not realizing it’ll reveal her as his fated mate.
The ring’s magic activates the Faery Stones, and Janet is sucked into the Fae Realm. Her life is in immediate danger, for the Fae sense—and seek to destroy—any human who
dares step into their world. Xander is the only one who can retrieve her, but he too, wears a target. Can he rescue his soul-mate and return with her to the Human Realm or will
temptation of great magic and the rebirth of his wings force him to abandon their destiny?
JESSE CORYELL, a descendant of the Fae, is a man in search of his destiny. He's tried to lose himself in his work, taking on the worst mankind has to offer, but what he really
needs to find is his true love. When he sets out to help a mysterious woman find her sister, what he gets is much more than he bargained for: battling an undeniable attraction to
his sexy new client while fighting an ancient evil to keep her safe. DESTINY NOBLE, abandoned by everyone she's ever loved, will stop at nothing in her desperate quest to find
her sister. Authorities have declared Leah a runaway, but Destiny knows better. Her dream visions have shown her the frightening truth. They've also shown her Jesse. But
finding her Soulmate could result in the most painful loss of all, when she's forced to choose between loving Jesse and saving Leah. Jesse and Destiny race against time to save
an innocent girl from a powerful ancient evil. Is true love their best weapon...or will they be required to sacrifice their own destiny?
From an award-winning author comes an enthralling page-turner about time-travel to the Scottish Highlands—and a captive Scottish seer whose only hope lies in a modern
special ops warrior. Award-winning author Melissa Mayhue delivers once more with her second enchanting novel of the MacDowylt clan, featuring a captive Scottish seer who
awaits the man from her visions to rescue—and love—her... Former special ops agent CHASE NOBLE has been searching his whole life for the place where he belongs. As a
descendant of Fae, he senses fate has more in store for him. And he will not rest until he discovers what his true purpose is. When he travels back in time to medieval Scotland,
he discovers his mission is to save a beautiful woman—the same woman he is destined to be with. CHRISTIANA MACDOWYLT possesses the gift of foresight. Prisoner of her
evil half brother, Christiana has visions that show her that only one warrior can rescue her—a man she is mysteriously drawn to. The only problem is, he’s in the future. Now she
must rely on the magic of a fairy to transport him to the past. And when Christiana finally meets Chase, the sparks between them set off a smoldering desire. But will the magic
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that brought them together also tear them apart?
Two lovers drawn together by myth and mystery, only to be parted by a heartless betrayal. Refusing to forget the magic of their love they find a passion far stronger than any
earthly law, a love as timeless as eternity.Caitlin MacLeod, daughter of a powerful Scottish chieftain, was a fiercely independent woman who refused every proposal of marriage
and vowed never to belong to any man. It was a vow that so angered her father that he swore he would give her in marriage to the next man who walked through the door. Little
did he know that man would be the son of his clan's sworn enemy; a man whose intent was to steal the Macleod's most priceless treasure.Niall MacDonald was determined to
prove himself brave enough to become the tanist of the MacDonalds and his uncle's successor. He would go by boat, traveling the waters in the disguise of a fisherman, and lay
claim to the MacLeod's daughter and the tattered silk banner that because of superstition was the MacLeod's source of courage. Little did he know that he would soon be caught
in a trap of his own making, bartering his heart and his soul. Can Caitlin forgive the man who stole her heart and her pride? Will Niall claim his happiness and win back the
woman he treasures above all others......
Enjoy 2 hot highlander romance short stories + 25 FREE bonus romance short stories INCLUDED! Love Across the Lines -Highlander Historical RomanceThe young Kieran must
learn the rules of the land from his mentor. He must learn how to battle and how to defend his head. Growing up with his love Sophie, the pair led a simple life and happy life, until
their parents had other ideas.Twenty years later, the two families are in an ongoing war, though Kieran and Sophie are still deeply and secretly in love. The Game is paused
when Sophie is stabbed by Kieran's mother. Though she awakens from the death as an Immortal, her memory has been erased.With the final battle "The Gathering" quickly
impending, Kieran also strives to remind Sophie of the happy life they shared together. But "The Game" is about to reach a conclusion and Kieran finds himself head-to-head with
Sophie. Will he be able to ignite her memory in time, so they can share everlasting love? Or will she simply swipe his head clean off his shoulders? Highlander's Curse
-Highlander and Contemporary RomanceAengus MacLachlan's life had been perfect. He's a respected warrior in his clan and the heir to his father's title and lands. Everything
changes in a blink of an eye. Suffering a severe injury, Aengus' loses everything that matters in his life. And when he is on the verge of desperation, young witch Tara lures him
out of the castle at night to save him. The feelings that develop between the two of them might be magical and foretold long before their births, but no magic can spare them from
a curse that Aengus earns betraying the woman he loves. The curse will follow every firstborn son of the MacLachlan family until the day when a pure love between a highlander
and a witch will have the power to undo it. Now, it is Connor's turn as the firstborn son in the family to either fight his curse or accept the destiny of his ancestors.WARNING:
Please note: this book contains graphic sex and is only intended for adult readers.
ANDREW MACALISTER longs for a cure to free him from the excruciating pain caused by an old wound, but when he rescues a drowning woman, he has no idea how much his
life is about to change. All Drew knows is that this mysterious woman is hiding secrets—and that he’s never felt such a consuming desire before. Yet he cannot deny her request
for help, even if it means bringing the detested English army to his Highland clan’s home. LEAH NOBLE MCQUARRIE still harbors a deep hatred of the Fae who tortured her
eleven years ago, forcing her to escape back in time to the thirteenth century. A descendant of the Fae, Leah denies her heritage and her magical healing abilities. But the
English army is holding her beloved adoptive grandfather captive, so Leah must seek help from the Fae—and the captivating man whose touch she craves. Then Drew discovers
Leah’s secrets, and he’s torn between old loyalties and trusting a woman who has the power to give him the future he’s sought—but could destroy his clan forever. . . .
She needs rest, he needs relaxation… Jenny Travers wants a fresh start. Leaving the nightmares of her past behind her, she heads to Last Chance Beach. Renting the Sea Glass Cottage sounds peaceful
and relaxing, which is exactly what she needs. What she doesn’t need is a man. Lieutenant Commander Scott Gordon was injured by an IED on his last mission, and while his leg has healed, it’ll never be
strong enough to stay on his SEAL team. Renting the Sea Glass Cottage sounds like the perfect place to figure out how he’s going to handle his new normal. He never expected to find a woman in his bed. A
mix-up at the rental agency means Jenny and Scott are both renting the small cottage. Sharing a space with a stranger should be hard, yet they both feel more at peace than they have in months. Will their
summer romance last, or is the magic of Sea Glass Cottage all they’ll have…
"With a strong, compelling plotline, engaging dialogue, an intriguing cast of characters and toe-curling sexual tension, WILD HIGHLAND MAGIC is a joy to read from start to finish."—Romance Junkies When
Scottish Highland werewolf Catrionna meets the gorgeous, tortured Bastian, her long suppressed animal instincts kick in-and she must have him. And she'll take on every demon that torments him, with or
without his help. Growing up in America with a father who hates his own nature, Catrionna MacInnes has always tried desperately to control her powers and pretend to be normal. Now her father has brought
her and her sisters to Scotland to reunite with the pack they fled years ago. Bastian an Morgaine has found sanctuary among the MacInnes werewolf clan but no relief from the soul-searing curse that haunts
him. The minute Cat lays eyes on Bastian, she knows she's met her destiny. In their first encounter, she unwittingly binds him to her for life, and now they're both targets for the evil enemies that are out to
destroy their very souls. PRAISE FOR CALL OF THE HIGHLAND MOON: "Sweeping readers along from upstate New York to the Scottish Highlands, Call of the Highland Moon tells a werewolf tale with a
mysterious origin. Ms. Castle develops likeable characters, adds danger-filled mystery to a steamy romance, and keeps reader's interest to the revealing end." darquereviews.blogspot.com "A great pick for
readers who like their supernatural romances funny, seductive, and light on gore." wordcandybooks.blogspot.com "Nice and steamy. Props for good writing and an interesting world." kristiej.blogspot.com
From acclaimed historical novelist Kathleen Givens comes a magnificently conceived, intricately detailed novel that brings to vivid life the tumult, adventure, and passion of thirteenth-century Scotland, when
Norse invaders laid claim to the land and its people -- and an explosive clash of cultures, politics, and personal pride changed the world forever. 1263: On Scotland's western shore, the village of Somerstrath
prepares for the joyous wedding celebration of Margaret MacDonald, the laird's daughter. But a dark storm of bloodshed and betrayal is closing in, as a merciless band of Vikings threatens the Highlands.
Margaret is determined to hold the MacDonald clan together and to locate her abducted younger brother. But can she trust the noblemen from King Alexander's court, who insist that only by adhering to a
betrothal conceived for political gain will she find safety? Or should she put her trust in an imposing half-Irish, half-Norse warrior? Gannon MacMagnus alone offers her hope of reuniting her family and
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vanquishing the barbarous Norsemen who would continue to rob her people of their God-given right to determine their own destinies. In whom should Margaret entrust the fate of the rugged, magnificent land
she calls home?
Historical romance readers love the Scottish Highlands—and no author captures its magic better than Donna Fletcher. Wed to a Highland Warrior is the magnificent finale to her breathtaking Warrior King
series. In it, the fourth proud, strong, and sexy champion prepares to fulfill his ultimate destiny to return the King of Scotland to the throne…only to find his mission complicated when he is inadvertently wed to
a bewitching beauty who captures his heart. Bestselling author Patricia Potter has raved about Donna Fletcher’s passionate Highland romantic adventures, saying, “This is what romance is all about.” Once
you’ve met this lusty Scot hero and his lovely bride, you will most certainly agree.
Love that grows among the heather is enchanted indeed...blessed with the misty magic and timeless passion of fair Scotland! New York Times bestselling author Jude Deveraux unravels a ghostly murder
mystery in an ancient Scottish castle. National bestselling author Jill Barnett decrees all is fair in love -- when a rollicking Highland clan war leads an impetuous lass to kidnap the wrong man! Geralyn Dawson
puts a rough-hewn Texas cowboy under the spell of a charming herbalist with some curious powers of attraction. Patricia Cabot leads a beautiful runaway to her kindred spirit -- a Scottish lord who sweeps
her away to the rugged shores of the Isle of Skye. Pam Binder flings a pretty Edinburgh baker and a computer-games designer into an adventure of passion and intrigue -- inside the sixteenth-century palace
of Mary, Queen of Scots.
Ancient magic sends a modern woman on a passionate adventure to the 13th-century Scottish Highlands in this enchanting time travel romance perfect for fans of Outlander. Scotland, 1272. Connor
MacKiernan, a descendant of the Fae Prince, is a warrior who lives only for honor and duty. Though he’s vowed never to marry, that’s exactly what he must do to save his sister. Enter a little Faerie magic,
and the search for a bride is on. Denver, 2007. Caitlyn Coryell is having a really bad day—she just discovered that her fiancé is cheating on her, marrying her only for her family’s money and influence.
Imagine her surprise when she puts on an antique pendant and Connor suddenly appears in her bedroom, begging for her help. He offers an outrageous adventure: travel to his time, marry him for a short
time, and return home. But nothing goes as planned. Cate’s trapped in the 13th century, the wedding’s delayed, and someone’s trying to kill her. And in the middle of all this, she realizes that she’s falling in
love with a man who can only be her husband for thirty nights. It will take more than the magic of the Fae to help them now. It will require the most powerful magic of all—the magic of true love.
A Highlander's DestinySimon and Schuster
Simplified Chinese edition of The House With Chicken Legs

An enthralling eNovella that combines time-travel, the Scottish Highlands, and a touch of Norse mythology—linking the Daughter of the Glens series with the Warriors series spin-off. When
Jeanne MacGhie had nowhere to turn, Eymer Horvesson stepped in with an offer of marriage. He asked for only one favor in return…and now that he’s dead, Jeanne will stop at nothing to
keep her promise to the young warrior—even though it means turning to the one man she swore she’d never speak to again. Eric MacNicol never expected a cavalier refusal to wed would
result in his losing the one thing he truly wanted in life. When a warrior’s final request forces him on a cross-country quest with the widow, he must battle his inner demons to make the right
decision this time. Only one last gift from a fallen warrior can offer them both a second chance at true love….
RONE Award Honorable Mention for best short story 2013 Highlander Reborn begins in Scotland, many centuries ago, where a blacksmith fights for his life and his people. His life is forever
changed when Amalia, one of the Nightkind, makes the choice to save his life. But first, he has to die... 1304… After Nevin MacLachlan’s wife was killed by a vampire, he made it his mission to
hunt them all down. But one late Highland night, in a battle he couldn’t win, one of the Nightkind ripped open his throat. With his blood draining onto the grass, the last thing Nevin sees isn’t a
white light; it’s the dark of night closing in on him. Amalia has been enamored with the blacksmith ever since he first held a stake to her heart. Watching him die was unacceptable. Will he
ever forgive her for turning him into what he hates most? Nevin has lived his life alone for a reason. When Amalia walks back into his life seven centuries later asking for help, he wants nothing
more but to turn his back to her. But something about her still calls to him. Some of the Nightkind in Amalia’s seethe have been killed. It’s up to her to find Nevin and ask for his help. But how
can she show Nevin that she isn’t the monster he thinks she is?
Fascinating, painstakingly researched study of occult beliefs and practices in Celtic Britain, with intriguing discussions of the origins of the Druids, Arthurian cults, the mystery of the Holy Grail,
Celtic spells and charms, black magic, the Celtic spirit world — with its populations of banshees, leprechauns, brownies and a host of lesser phantoms — and many other topics. A compelling,
erudite study that will appeal to anthropologists, folklorists, and anyone interested in the customs and spiritual life of Britain's ancient Celts.
'When Fate Dictates' is a full length novel of approximately 90 000 words and is book one in the 'Highland Secret Series'. Book two of the series is called 'Beyond Time' and the third is
'Entwined' both of which are due for release soon. The Scottish Highlands are well known for their mystical charms and tales of fantasy, yet very few have encountered the power of a Highland
Stag, the magic of a Campbell crystal or the enchantment of a sprig of heather. Indeed, even those who dwell within the shadows of these formidable mountains are often unaware of their
charms. In the early hours of February 13th 1692 the sulfurous smell of a fired gun hung in the air of these mountains. Men, women and children screamed in terror, withering against pain as
they fell, bludgeoned to death by men of the army. The shameful scar of a dreadful and tragic event was etched upon the landscape of a beautiful and otherwise honorable place forever.
Awoken by the sickly, metallic copper stink of fresh blood and death, Corran MacDonald is forced to flee into blizzard swept mountains. She mysteriously defies death only to come face to
face with one of her enemies, Simon Campbell. With her family massacred and her village destroyed, Corran trusts the man when he offers to help her escape. But things aren't quite what
they seem and very soon their bid for freedom is thwarted by Simon's old enemy and fellow Red Coat, Angus. A perilous journey of mystery, magic and intrigue takes the couple through time
to modern day York where a twist of fate leads them to a conflict that will shape the final destiny of all Highlanders.
Traveling to Scotland in order to reconnect with her muse and to resolve her unique ability to sense the emotions of anyone she touches, Sarah Douglas finds her troubles compounded by a
mysterious stalker and by her attraction to the enigmatic owner of the cottage she has rented, unaware that her landlord is the half-mortal descendant of Faeries charged with guarding the
faeric portal. Original.
Integrity Taylor has regained possession of her ancestral lands - and inherited a whole host of new problems. The spectre of what really happened to her parents is casting a shadow over
everything while Fomori demons are being sighted up and down the Highlands. It doesn't help that Aifric Moncrieffe still seems determined to see her dead and emerald eyed Byron remains
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stubbornly blind to his father's true nature. Integrity is determined to stay in control of her own destiny, however, even if it means confronting the darkness across the Veil yet again. And at
least she's still got a sense of humour... This is the third book in the Highland Magic series.
Nine years ago, Faerie Magic saved Mairi MacKiernan at the cost of her dreams of happiness, snatching her from her life in 1272, and depositing her in the twenty-first century. Now, she must
save the last Daughter of the MacKiernan family...who was murdered in 1295. Transported back in time at her request, Mairi finds herself captured by the same evil men as before! Is this the
price the Faerie Magic requires of her this time? Ramos Servans has dedicated his dreams to service as a Guardian, but when he discovers the evil unleashed on the Mortal Plain by his father
and their people, he swears he will atone by ridding the world of Nuadian deceit. Part of his mission involves rescuing a lovely Highland lassie, and in the passion that grows between them,
Ramos and Mairi find a new dream. But falling in love can be dangerous when Faerie Magic is involved. Dreams may not be the only cost....
When COLIN MACALISTER is cursed by the Faerie Queen and ends up in the bed of a twenty-first-century woman—who also happens to be the most beautiful creature he’s ever laid eyes
on—he’s torn between anger and lust. Colin is determined to see Scotland free of English control and must return to the fourteenth century, yet he cannot forget the woman who haunts his
dreams and stirs him with scorching desire. ABIGAIL PORTER can’t believe her luck. After making a wish to find her soul mate, she wakes up to find a gorgeous man in her bed! Can he
really be a medieval Highlander summoned by her Faerie Magic, however? It seems crazy, but when Abby discovers someone wants to enslave her because of her Faerie heritage, she
agrees to flee with Colin to 1306 Scotland to avoid capture. Thwarting danger at every turn, Abby and Colin surrender to an irresistible passion. But is the magic of true love powerful enough to
save them?
TEXAS, PRESENT DAY. Ellie Denton's world has spiraled out of control. A strange new birthmark, animals talking to her, and her mother's ex-husband laying claim to the family ranch have
her thinking life can't get more complicated. But Ellie doesn't know the birthmark's connection to her Faerie ancestors. Complicated takes on a whole new meaning with her innocent wish to
find her true love. SCOTLAND, 1304. Caden MacAlister has more trouble than he can handle. With his brother held for ransom and the laird missing, the last thing he needs is another
problem. But the Fae have other plans. A mysterious woman shows up in his stables, sent by Faerie Magic to find her true love. Fighting his attraction, Caden insists she's meant for one of his
brothers. With his history, he has no desire for a woman in his life -- especially a woman sent by the Fae. Only the magic of the Fae can determine whether Ellie will find a Highlander of her
own...
Urban fantasy and slow burn romance wrapped into a serial that will keep you up reading long into the night. Strange bedfellows rock worlds. Faery’s castle lies in ruins, a reflection of the rest
of a land I love. My land, my realm, has altered almost beyond recognition. The part that hasn’t changed is the incredible people and creatures who live in Faery. Unicorns. Fauns. Satyrs.
Fae. Sidhe. To name but a few. Their spirits have been indomitable, and it makes me proud to call them brothers. But then, the Unseelie used to be brethren too. Now they stand against us
along with a collection of monsters intent on sucking every last breath of life from Faery. The worst part about all of this has been not knowing whom I can call friend. Faery, the incarnation of
the land that bears her name, recovered her body, but I don’t trust her. Our lead seer confessed her visions have been tainted. We are in the thick of things. As we lurch into the endgame, my
life, soul, and fortunes are linked with the woman I love. We rise—or fall—together. If it comes down to a gut-wrenching choice, will I pick Faery or Dariyah?
The Pocket Watch by Ceci Giltenan Maggie Mitchell believes her broken heart will never mend, then she meets a mysterious elderly woman with an extraordinary pocket watch. Transported to
the past, will the man Maggie meets there take away her pain, or put her heart in more danger than before? Lord Ruthven's Bride by Tarah Scott Lady Annabelle is torn between two men. The
man she is betrothed to and the man who saved her life. Jack: A Scottish Outlaw by Lily Baldwin Jack MacFie is a thief-with a code. Even though Lady Isabella Redesdale is a hated English
noble, when her carriage is attacked by another band of villains, his conscience forces him to kidnap the lady to save her life. More alike than they first realize, Jack and Isabella both crave
freedom from war and despair, but in a world where kings reign and birth dictates one's station, freedom is not won, it is stolen. One Knight Standing by Kate Robbins Thrust together by desire
and ancient secrets, William Gillies and Catherine St. Clair embark on a journey of discovery wrought with passion, intrigue, and adventure, revealing their true destiny. Winter Fire by SueEllen Welfonder When Katla MacKenzie meets a dashing stranger in an enchanted place, she gladly gives her heart - and her passion - to the lover she only knows as the Lord of Winter.
Gunnar MacLeod can't resist the bonnie lass and seduces her-or is he the one seduced? A long-standing clan feud comes between them, but a heart that loves is powerful, and Gunnar will do
whatever he must to claim Katla as his own. Highland Awakening by Kathryn Lynn Davis Esme Rose is content in Glen Affric, that is until a dream sends her on a perilous journey where she
comes to know her own fears and strengths, and the transforming power of magic-even for a man who doesn't believe. Highland Destiny by Victoria Zak Rory Cameron, an alluring Dragonkine
Highlander, believes he has found his mate in Kenna Mackenzie. Kenna, running in fear from her betrothed, finds a secluded refuge in a glen far away from men-that is until a dragon swoops
into her life. Feeling the burn of the seductive flames, will Kenna embrace the fire between them-or will she flee again?"
Set in the year 574 AD in Argyll on the West Coast of Scotland, in the city of Beregonium, ancient capital of Dalriada, the dramatic story unfolds of a young Celtic princess who honours her
father's deathbed wish that she become Queen of the fledgling nation of Scotland.
A little pony sparkling with rainbow magic. But his big wish is for a special friend! And so Preeti's snowbound winter holiday suddenly starts to sparkle when sturdy little Highland pony Comet
comes to save the day...
Previously published in the Shades of Pink anthology, Highland Eclipse is a short story set in the Magic of the Highlands world as the beginning to a new series about the Time Ops Eclipse
Agents. A member of an elite Time Ops team called the Eclipse Agents, Declan Wallace’s job is to jump through time. He maintains order in the timeline, he hunts down those who would time
jump for their own purposes. But sometime Fate intervenes. After a lifetime of living with illness, Lady Fiona McClure is proving to herself that she is finally healthy in an attempt to swim across
the loch. If she makes it, maybe then her overprotective father won’t treat her as a child anymore. When she is snatched and dragged ashore by a man who thought she was drowning, her
heart races for reasons that have nothing to do with the swim and everything to do with the man standing before her. With a mission to finish, Declan can’t allow distractions, and Lady Fiona
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is definitely a distraction. But he’s discovering that living for the next mission isn’t as exciting as it used to be. Staying in the past is forbidden, but Fiona McClure is his destiny.
A handsome laird meets his match in Stobie Piel's "Lily; " Hannah Howell's "Isbel" introduces an ethereal beauty who possesses the gift of sight, and who offers a warrior the magical passion
of her love; destiny and desire become one in "Faerie Princess", Elizabeth Ann Michael's tale of the cerulean-eyed Krista, who possesses a special gift passed down from the very first
MacLachlan bride; and two lovers discover a passion that journeys beyond time in Mandalyn Kaye's "Beneath the Midnight Sky".
Beautiful, strong-willed Alainn O'Brien believes her elusive father is the only person who can rescue her from a dangerous predicament. Alainn and her husband Killian follow her clairvoyant
intuition and embark on a journey to Scotland. They meet numerous magical beings, spirits, gods, and people on the side of both benevolence and darkness as they search for the one person
who holds the key to their futures. Set in mystical sixteenth century Ireland, A Witch’s Destiny, the final enthralling installment in this original portion of The Irish Witch Series, promises to
captivate readers with unexpected twists and turns and reveals several emotional truths and secrets they have long been waiting to learn.
A Scottish time-travel Highland romanceIn the year 2014 Annie Ross has gone through her entire life a bit lost. She's about to find herself misplaced in time as well -- all the way back to 878 A.D. -- where she
must take her place as a guardian of the Destiny Stone, and then find a way to restore the faith of a powerful Highland chieftain. Will she win Callum's heart as well? Tanya Anne Crosby returns to the origin of
the legend itself -- to a time when magic was a force and the Picts were on the brink of vanishing from the Highland tapestry.
Meet the MacLauchlan Berserkers... Roderick - (Highland Secret) He's death for hire, cursed by a malicious enemy who left him unable to speak. She's a refugee with a dangerous secret that could cost her
life. Outnumbered by thousands, he's fated to die in battle like so many Berserkers before him. Could the strength of their love defy destiny? Connor - (Highland Shadow) He's a mercenary Laird who fears
nothing but the darkness inside him. She's a noble beauty from two of the most prominent families in Scotland, sold to the highest bidder. He mistakenly rescues her from a fate worse than death, but now
she's his captive. They must battle their pride and their explosive attraction to each other in order to defeat a common enemy who threatens the clan's survival. Finn - (Highland Stranger) He's a nameless
bastard, stalking the Highlands bent on revenge and murder when he stumbles on an infant deserted in the snow. She's a desperate woman who's lost everything, including her dignity. They are three of the
world's Unwanted. On a snowy Solstice night, their tale becomes one of blood and vengeance, of love, redemption, and forging the bonds that make a family.
Dan is twenty-six, has a masters degree in international affairs, waits tables to pay the bills, lives with Marnie, but still pines for Julie, who mocks him from behind a huge desk at the law firm where she is a
highly-paid summer associate. Tracy is thirty-one, works a dull research job for two guys named John, her mother a hopeless alcoholic, her longtime boyfriend also John a hopeless workaholic; Tracy wants
more from life, but does know where to turn. When Tracy invites a Yugoslavian political refugee for dinner, Dan serves them a triple-meat pizza and everything changes. Washington, DC, 1990. Set in the
nation's capital and suburban New Jersey in the 1990s, Tracy, My Destiny is a love story. But just who loves whom, how, and where is never clear. Tracy and Dan waste time searching for places they do not
know exist, emerging from the ruin of stillborn careers, premature fatalities, irredeemable relationships, sexual harassment, and a mysterious arson in parallel states of confusion. Tracy, My Destiny exposes
the powerful emotions that run beneath the surface of modern American life and explores the complex instability and emotional lives of two ordinary, struggling people. This is Michael D. Lieberman's most
intimate and poignant fiction, a sometimes bittersweet, and occasionally tragic portrait of the journey into adulthood in late twentieth century America.
Transported back in time to 13th-century Scotland and into the arms of Malcolm MacDowylt, a tormented Highland Warrior, Danielle Dearmon is finally able to live the life she was meant for. Original.
Can Magic save a girl destined to be queen? Will magic save a realm destined to become legend? Will the help of the Ring Dancer and a Scottish King, will it happen. It will put Caliburn AKA Excalibur into
the hands of the ruler of the of mists and legend. Only magic will bring together a love so strong that will overcome an evil witch's plan and light the way to eternal Fable. Only a Ring Dancer and her Highland
Laird can bring forth the light of Destiny
In the year 2014 Annie Ross has gone through her entire life a bit lost. She's about to find herself misplaced in time as well--all the way back to 878 A.D.--where she must take her place as a guardian of the
Destiny Stone, and then find a way to restore the faith of a powerful Highland chieftain. Will she win Callum's heart as well? Tanya Anne Crosby returns to the origin of the legend itself--to a time when magic
was a force and the Picts were on the brink of vanishing from the Highland tapestry.
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
From New York Times Bestselling Author Joanne Wadsworth comes the first three books in the Highlander Heat series. Includes #1 bestselling Highlander’s Castle, Highlander’s Magic, and Highlander’s
Charm.? Expect passionate happily-ever-afters, no cliffhangers, and a series that can be enjoyed in any order. Highlander’s Castle ~ In this enchanting time-travel romance, Anne magically swaps places
with her ancestor and falls for Alex, a sexy Highland warrior. Will their love defy the centuries, or will destiny tear them apart? Highlander’s Magic ~ A four-hundred-year-old amulet sends Marie MacLean on a
trip through time—and into the arms of sixteenth-century Highland warrior Archie MacDonald. With an ancestor in need of her protection, can Marie resist her attraction to Archie in order to safeguard her
future? Highlander’s Charm ~ A family heirloom transports Lila to sixteenth-century Scotland, where she discovers that her missing grandmother has become trapped in the past. Highland warrior Calum is
impeding Lila’s rescue mission—but can she fight a love that’s been written in the stars? Each book in this series is standalone, and can be enjoyed out of sequence. HIGHLANDER HEAT SERIES
Highlander’s Castle, #1 Highlander’s Magic, #2 Highlander’s Charm, #3 Highlander’s Guardian, #4 Highlander’s Faerie, #5 Highlander’s Champion, #6 Highlander’s Captive, #7 (Novella 11,000 Words,
Series #0.5)
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